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THE ARMY ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM

A Brief History of Army Entertainment (Music and Theatre)
during the 20th Century from World War II

One might, at first, think that the United States Army and
"show business" are 180 degrees apart. Music and theatre are
considered by some as "arty" and hardly part of a force of
soldiers. But .....
Consider:

When the phrase "the Spirit of '76" is mentioned, the
immediate visual image which is called to mind is that famoustrio, a three—piece Fife and Drum corps, as pictured in the well-
known painting. Even prior to establishing an official American
Army, music was already a part of the image of the Army.

Consider:
Visions of the Cavalry, as the West was being settled, areinvariably accompanied with the imagined sound of the bugle and

the "da—da—da—da—de-da," still heard today in baseball andfootball stadiums. Once more - music.

Consider:
Plaintiff sounds of a harmonica, "The Battle Hymn of theRepublic," and "Uncle Tom's Cabin" characterize the Civil War.

Consider:
Without show business, the vocabulary of the military would

be devoid of "theater" of operations, "staging" area, "role
played" by such and such a unit, "acting" commander, "cadence,"
"scenario," "concertina" wire, the "bazooka" (a World War II gun
which resembled the unusual musical instrument played by radio
and TV's Bob Burns), even "stars," "the Mae West" life jacket,etc. There is the choreographed drill team, the pageantry offlags setting the mood and scene, the resplendence of the dress
uniforms which costume honor guards. There is much of theatre
and music intertwined within the basic nature of the United
States Army.

Today, in 1992, the 50th anniversary of World War II is
being observed. Where does the Entertainment program of Army
Recreation fit into this observation; how is it a part of the
history? As recently as 1990, when Army troops massed in
Saudi Arabia during Desert Shield, General Schwarzkopf said in a
report from the desert: "recreation is as important as food
during a waiting situation." The stresses then, and the stresses
of the changing nature of the Army in 1992, find outlets in these
programs. Although 1992 has not yet reached the half-way mark,
music and theatre events produced by the Army Entertainment
program have already provided quality, positive outlets for the
soldiers of today. Before the end of March there were the
exciting competitions of the 1992 Army Battle of Bands, soldier



showbands, and the Fort Knox Army Community Theatre's winning
production "Mother Hicks" which garnered first place at the
prestigious Southeastern Community Theatre Conference
competition. This brought honor not only to Kentucky which it
represented, but to the United States Army which has fostered it.
Likewise, the Army Soldier Show has begun rehearsals for its 1992
edition "Celebrate America!" which will include the Far East inits 1992 tour.

When a former Army Entertainment Program manager was
interviewed concerning the development of the program, he
stated: "It's the American Way! The American military, like
the rest of Americans - with their barn raisings and such -, tookit into its own hands to create its own diversion wherever it
was. When the need was recognized, the Army acted." That is how
Kenneth Smith, with over 30 years working at various levels of
the program, has characterized the life and development of the
Army Entertainment program. Ken is an avid history hobbyist who
has long recognized and appreciated that soldier entertainment
(soldier shows and soldier music) tentatively had its origins as
far back as the American Revolution, and its real origins
conceived at the close of World War I.

Awareness of the history of any series of events provides
information for the thoughtful to develop cause and effect
connections and relationships. From causal inferences,
conclusions can be applied to present and future determinations.
Thus, it is not surprising that the Army Entertainment program
has been the subject of scholarly studies. A Doctoral
dissertation, a Master's thesis, and related scholarly articles
have been produced focusing on the Army theatre and music
activities, tracing the development and facets of the program.
These are: "An Invisible Armor: The United States Army's Liberty
Theatres - 1917—1919" by Weldon Bruce Durham, 1973, doctoral
dissertation for the University of Iowa; "A Survey of the U.S.
Army Entertainment Proqram in Europe durinq the Early 1980's,
with a Study of the Oriqins in American History" by George Plank,
1988, in fulfillment of a Master of Arts in Theatre, University
of California, Los Angeles; an article: "A Survey of Early
Military Theatre in America" by Diane Malone, published in the
academic journal Theatre Survey, May 1975, toward fulfillment of
a Doctorate degree in Theatre, Indiana University, Bloomington,
IN; "U.S. Army Civilian Actress Technicians, 1945—1955" by Nancy
Ann Arnold, 1991, in partial fulfillment of a Master of Fine Arts
— Lighting Design, University of Maryland, College Park, MD.
Each provides resource materials and details on this program.
Moreover, the introduction of the recreation program as part of
the Army structure was the result of a commissioned study.

Formalization of the Entertainment Program may not have
occurred until World War II, but the Blackburn Study, begun at
the direction of World War I's General Pershing, started the
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process just before that war concluded. As a result of the size
of the American Expeditionary Forces which fought in France in
World War I, General Pershing was concerned that the Army had no
structure for providing recreation and morale activities for the
troops. While the YMCA and the Salvation Army had set uplibraries and canteens, and Army camp shows, often spontaneously
organized in companies, battalions, or other units with volunteer
soldier entertainers playing at nearby and not so nearby units,
morale activities were not necessarily balanced or equitably
available. For example, in the Northeastern states, the staging
areas for overseas departures (Camp Kilmer, Fort Dix, NJ, and
sometimes Fort Devens, MA) reaped most of the benefits of the New
York centered show business world. Patriotic and dedicated
performers often took the subway or train to the nearby Army
posts to join with the troops for an evening or afternoon of song
and dance. Soldier "mob singing" was popularized at Fort Devens
by Captain Vernon Stiles, a concert singer and ex-Rough Rider, as
described in an article "Mob Sinqinq" in the Armv and Out" in the
December 15, 1917, issue of THE LITERARY DIGEST magazine. In
1917 Irving Berlin's "Yip, Yip, Yaphank" and George M. Cohan's
"Over There" provided rallying and rousing patriotic music for
soldiers and civilians alike.

The Blackburn Study recommendations included that a
formalized recreation program be incorporated as part of the Army
structure in mobilizing its forces. Although the study had been
set aside after the Armistice, it resurfaced to provide guidance
when the United States became closer to involvement in World WarII. It was in January 1941 that the Secretary of War, Henry L.
Stimson appointed Frederick H. Osborn to be Chairman of the War
Department Committee on Education, Recreation and Community
Service. The drafted Army for World War II provided the impetus
for "This is the Army," Irving Berlin's classic which soon became
an integral part of the Army's entertainment program, and in
October 1942 the Adjutant General of the Army allotted grades and
authorized strength of 310 military to the "This is the Army"
Unit, Washington, D.C. In orders dated 14 January 1943, the
Secretary of War directed that, among others, "Lieut Lee Katz [incivilian life a well-known Broadway director], PVT Orry G. Kelly
[better known as Gene Kelly of Hollywood fame], and Lieut Ronald
Reagan [need his credits be listed?] be assigned for
participation in the production of a motion picture, entitled'This is the Army', now being produced by Warner Bros. Pictures,Inc." Proceeds from this film went to Army Emergency Relief per
an agreement for this exclusivity which holds to the present.

By 1942 the Army Service Forces (ASF) and its Special
Services Division had evolved. Various publications of
productions that had been written and previewed by professional
show business writers who had entered the service, were being
distributed to the Army and sister services. The Entertainment
Section, Special Services Division, ASF, in New York City
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prepared scripts for G.I. musical revues in booklets entitled
"Soldier Shows Blueprint Specials — By the men. . . for the men
in the service." Volume I "About Face," Volume II "Hi, Yank!"
and Volume III "Three Day Pass" were each characterized as an
outstanding Musical Revue with songs written especially for the
Special Services Division, AFS, by some of the greatest names in
show business. Those names included PVT Frank Loesser (music and
lyrics), PVT Jose Limon (dance routines choreographer), and PVT
Arnold Auerbach, T/4 Ed Milk, and LT Jack Hill (sketches). The
Blueprint Specials were complete with detailed directions on
setting up a production staff, the script, costume sketches and
directions, and a Musette Bag Kit with costume and make-up
materials for overseas units, scenery drawings and instructions
on how to make improvised scenery, lighting plot with cues and
instructions on how to get lighting equipment through the
Theatrical Section of the Post Exchange Price Agreement Catalogue
for overseas units; and scores for vocals with arrangements for
orchestra or for piano only.

The success of the booklets led to additional resources
being made available and the Writers' War Board, a group of
professional writers, provided Headquarters Army Service Forces,
Washington, D.C. with materials for a series of Entertainment
guides. The Hospital Entertainment Guides which contained
blackouts, sketches, parodies, games, and quizzes were developed
for ambulatory and bed—ridden patients, using public address
systems for "in—house" broadcasting. In the introduction of one
of the series the following statement sets the purpose clearly:

"The value of a well developed self-entertainment
program is great. Aside from the enjoyment it
affords the patients by regular daily diversion,it tends to improve the mental attitude of the
patients by affording relief from the prevailing
dullness of hospital environment — doing the same
thing the same way every day. In addition, it tends
to bring men into social contact with their fellow
men and to prevent them from falling into a state of
mental and emotional isolation". ... "It is desirable
to make the patient feel, not that he is being coerced,
but that he has a free choice of activities and that
he is being allowed to do something for himself."
At the same time the Entertainment Section of Special

Services Division, ASF, compiled additional materials by itsstaff and from the Writers' War Board into an assortment of
booklets which contained sketches, parodies, blackouts, etc.
These booklets for Soldier Shows, such as "Production Ideas for
G. I. Variety Shows" and "Reception Center Blackouts, Parodies,
Revues" featured materials by well known writers and entertainers
such as Ezra Stone, Gene Lockhart, Mort Lewis, Sidney Fields,
Marion Hargrove (author of "See Here, Private Hargrove"), and
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others. Each publication included the statement that "the
material contained in these scripts may be used for stage
presentation in Soldier Shows within military areas by members of
the armed forces and civilians engaged in the war effort, before
audiences of such personnel but not for profit or charge. It may
also be used for special radio broadcasts limited to the above
named audience."

During World War II numerous celebrities in the service
added to the entertainment for the troops and by the troops,
including the Glenn Miller Band. Major Glenn Miller and the
advance team for his band were lost in a plane crash in the
English Channel enroute to setting up performances for troops in
December 1944. In his memory the Fort Knox, KY Music Center wasofficially dedicated as The Glenn Miller Performing Arts Center
on l4 June 1976.

As the war progressed shows were being produced everywhere
in stateside training camps, staging areas and overseas. Soldier
"Jeep Shows" and Special Services Company Shows took live
entertainment to combat areas. "Hey, Rookie," one of these
companies, was commended in North Africa, by the then Commander—
in—Chief, Allied Forces, General Dwight D. Eisenhower. Bylate October 1944 Special Services Division of the European
Theater of Operations was well established with the Entertainment
Branch actively producing numerous shows.

The need for entertainment activities on a regular basis in
more established situations led to the introduction of theCivilian Actress Technicians (CATS) onto the scene. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt commissioned Broadway director Josh Logan
to recruit and audition professional civilian actresses and
technicians who would assist the Army in meeting its
entertainment needs. CATS were stationed by the latter half of
1945 in the Pacific and European Theaters where their primary
duties were to organize, direct, perform in, and present musical,
variety, and theatre productions by and for soldiers. These
events played on military bases, military hospitals, and in
training or staging areas. Many of the recruits came with
Broadway or Hollywood backgrounds, and as they found the need and
appreciation for their expertise more and more rewarding, they
continued long beyond their initial commitment. Margaret
"Skippy" Lynn served both overseas and in the continental United
States, becoming the Department of the Army Entertainment Program
Director for nearly 20 years, until 1982. In 1991 one of thelast original CAT directors, Arla Guild, who had remained with
the program, retired from Fort Lee, VA where she had established
fine theatre and music programs for the personnel of that
military community.

Thus, the War Department and the Department of the Army in
World War II mustered resources of talent to provide personnel
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and materials to assist the troops with the major morale and
recreational outlets which entertainment provides. At the end of
the war, American troops remained overseas in both Europe and thePacific with occupational, rebuilding, and later with defense
commitments. Again, morale and recreation became important to
the troops whose purposes changed, but whose "off—duty time"
needs were perhaps even more defined. The War Department
continued to publish aids such as War Department Pamphlet 28-21,
The Soldier Show Music Cue Books. These publications included a
wide variety of songs, even "Happy Birthday" by Mildred J. Hill
and Patty S. Hill in Soldier Shows II Music Cue Book published in
June 1947. [Now you know the answer to the trivia question: who
composed Happy Birthday?] All the songs in the cue books were
used by special copyright permission arrangements based on the
music being presented by soldiers for soldiers at no charge. The
purpose and scope stated that the pamphlets were to acquaint the
soldier with the importance of music in Soldier Shows; to present
the fundamentals of pit technique; and to furnish the different
types of "cue music" used in Soldier Shows. The pamphlets
contained about 3O songs plus chords, tags, and fanfares with
complete arrangements of the National Anthem and such standard
national songs as "America." The cues were arranged so that they
could be used with a full 17-piece orchestra, any smaller
combination, or only a piano or a piano—accordian. These
eventually evolved into the Department of the Army Song Folios
which were published and distributed regularly until 1983. A
nearly complete collection of these folios has been maintained by
the Entertainment Director at Fort Shafter, HI.

Among the transitions being made by the military in the
later 1940's to meet its post war role, was that of the morale
and recreation program. In the Entertainment Section the CATs,
who had proven to be most effective from the outset of their work
in 1945, became integrated into the Department of the Army
structure as professional entertainment directors. Both in
overseas and United States installations and major Army commands
the specialists developed varied and adaptive entertainment
programs for their troops. By the late 40's entertainment
specialists were stationed in Austria, France, Germany, and Italy
for the European Theater and in Japan [even on the northern
island of Hokkaido where the attack on Pearl Harbor hadoriginally been prepared], Okinawa, Korea, and Hawaii for thePacific. To the present, these Department of the Army civilians
are required to be qualified in either music or theatre from
degree and professional work; they continue to provide direction,
training, organization, and development of the myriad activities
which fall into the realm of entertainment. The program
personnel responded to expressed needs, often using local
resources, such as costumes from defunct opera houses in Germany
to develop a central Entertainment Supply Service. This, too,
expanded as demands grew and soon was staffed and building
costumes, procuring and providing theatrical supplies and
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materials - from make-up, to lights, scene construction and paint
materials, special props, song and script folios, its own and
commercial catalogues, and more.

At Department of the Army Harold "Bud" Arberg, in charge of
music activities, was joined in the early 50's by Cyril "Cy" P.
Heiman, in charge of theatre activities. They provided guidance
and materials for these two elements of the now Army—wide
program. Song Folios were being arranged and compiled by Bud
Arberg, and DA Pamphlet No. 28-27, Soldier Shows Script Folios
became the special project of Cy Heiman who secured the materials
and copyright permissions. Through the assistance of the
Committee on Scripts for Armed Forces Shows, headed by Dorothy F.
Rodgers and including representatives of NBC and CBS networks,
sketches, skits, and blackouts were collected. These folios, of
which there were at least four, contained from 24 to 30 quality
comedy pieces by leading writers, and, incidently, reflected the
growing impact of television. Materials by staff writers, such
as Carl Reiner, for "Your Show of Shows," Alan Young for the
"Alan Young Show," and materials from "Star Theatre," "Broadway
Open House," "All Star Revue," "The Comedy Hour," and "Burns andAllen" [George and Gracie] became available for soldier
entertainers. As an interesting sidelight, the following
information is quoted from the 1952 Script Folio No. 2:
"Performers and audience will consist principally of personnel of
the Departments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, and the
Veterans Administration. No material contained in this book may
be incorporated into a show the admission to which is in excess
of twenty—five cents (25)."

During the Korean conflict in the early 50's the
entertainment platoons of the 10th Special Services Company
delivered entertainment to combat areas while its "sister"
company in Europe sent soldier shows to the gradually recovering
areas of Germany and Italy. By 1955 there was a somewhat uneasy
peace again with a "cold war" in Europe and a frequently fiery
truce as discussions went on at the "peace table" on the 38thParallel in Korea. In this environment the entertainment needs
for the military and a largely drafted Army continued.

The establishment of the Irving Berlin Trophy, by order of
the Secretary of the Army in 1956, not only honored the military
Entertainment program's outstanding alumnus and contributor, butit provided incentive to maintain quality entertainment programs
Army-wide. The previous year the Department of the Army
instituted its All—Army Entertainment Contests which culminated
in a Grand Finals held at an Army installation in the United
States. Nine of these grand finals were held through 1963. Each
gathered together exceptional soldier entertainers who started
out in installation level competitions; and major Army commands
vied for the trophy as their teams competed in the grand finals.
From these massive collections of Army talent came two top
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quality events: six annual Ed Sullivan Show television
productions devoted to performances by some of the Army
contestants seen by millions of American viewers; and seven
editions of the world-touring soldier show "Rolling Along"
(titled from The Army Song lyrics) which played to thousands of
troops. Later in the 60's and 70's the Third U. S. Army
(covering the southeastern United States) assumed the touring
show circuit.

Throughout this period other aspects of the program also
blossomed. From the mid 1950's when families began to join
(often at their own expense) their military spouses overseas, the
theatre elements of the program increased more in popularity. By
1963 Department of the Army established standard procedures,
designed and negotiated by Cy Heiman, for obtaining copyright
clearances of dramatic and/or musical works. Army community
theatre groups were becoming a solid fixture Army—wide. Theatre
competitions were held; in the United States and Europe these
annual festivals became and remain highly competitive for the
awards that denote quality entries. During this period preceding
the Vietnam conflict an annual undergraduate theatre arts
scholarship for former program participants, established by the
Pasadena Playhouse, led to other scholarships or working awards
at such prestigious institutions as Yale School of Drama, Miami
University, the Barter Theatre of Virginia, and Washington,D.C.'s Arena Stage. Theatre and the presentation of scripted
plays and musical comedies had become such an integral part of
the Army entertainment program that the position of Copyrights
Release Coordinator at Department of the Army became full time,
and has handled at peak times in excess of 700 clearance requests
per year. Production Guides, published and distributed by
Department of the Army in the mid and late 60's, reflected more
"permanent" situations. Showmobiles became familiar to Army
community events and permitted a new flexibility in offering
performances.

Involvement in the Vietnam conflict once again brought
demands for entertainment in combat areas. Entertainment
personnel at base camps met the need in the mobile situations.
Barry Sadler's "Ballad of the Green Berets" emerged as one of thesoldier's signature songs of that conflict. More changes
accompanied and followed that involvement with the all Volunteer
Army being phased into place. The limited tour of duty of the
drafted soldier was no longer involved, and incentives to retain
volunteers centered attention on greater family benefits, Army
community offerings, and a different configuration of military
personnel. Again, as the Entertainment program adapted to the
1970's altered nature of the Army, it added children's music and
theatre offerings to the programs, formalized instructional
offering for the younger "career soldiers" and family members,
and expanded its community theatre and community activities
projects and events.



During the 1970's and into the 80's thousands of
entertainment events of all types continued to be presented.
There were plays, revues, musical comedies, variety shows,
combos, fest and carnival programs, dance shows, pageants,
workshops and workshop productions, competitions, unit shows, jam
sessions, touring groups. The latter also included the handling
of civilian groups. Among the civilian touring shows were the
college productions, a project pioneered in the 1960's by Father
Hartke of Catholic University. He and the university continued
providing exceptional entertainment to the military into the mid—
80's. Celebrations in 1976 for the 200th year celebration of
American Independence featured patriotic entertainment events and
pageants Army—wide. Music Centers, especially at installations
in the "states" and in U. S. Army, Europe (USAREUR), opened to
become popular areas for all levels of soldier talent. The
incorporation of sound modules in the centers allowed individuals
and small groups to take lessons or to practice. Soldier
musicians, just as civilian counterparts, were heavily intoelectric and electronic instruments (guitars, basses, keyboards,
synthesizers), yet at the same time vocal groups, choruses,traditional combos and musical ensembles were also developing
their talents and performing. Rock bands, "break dancing," and"rap" music shared the performance 'boards' with "Amahl and the
Night Visitors" as the men and women of the Army brought their
diversity of interests and abilities to the program.

Most facilities for Entertainment programs generally had
been make-shift or self-help refurbished, vacated buildings or
parts of buildings. These ranged from old warehouses, quonset
huts or 30+ year-old World War II "temporaries" of varying sizes
and conditions, a deserted motor pool, a former stable, an ex-
gas station, a vacated club systems building, occasionally a
deserted movie theatre, or sometimes a rented off-post theatre or
opera house. [Rehearsals were known to have been held in a
deserted and de—piped latrine.] However, in this post Vietnam
period a new facility or a greatly rehabilitated building here
and there became operational as a dinner theatre, a music/theatre
performing arts center, or a music center. Third Army Soldier
Shows toured, fed talent from installation talent shows and
contests. At this time, also, nearly 100 professionals were
directing these programs which were started by those first 25
CATs. A commensurate volume of productions in the civilian
sector would easily have required ten times the staff to prepare
and present the same quantity and quality of entertainment. The
directors taught the volunteer participants the skills required
as they prepared productions, and the sense of dedication was
contagious. Entertainment professionals not only imparted
knowledge, but they also learned to deal with the mountainous
paper work required to operate within the system, to secure an
authorized pair of pliers or entertainer on Temporary Duty. The
Entertainment directors were, by training, theatre or music
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professionals, but they also became supervisors, managers,
administrators, public relations and publicity experts, job
engineers, technical advisors, budget balancers, travel
arrangers, educators, and whatever else it required to present
productions and shows.

Although the "cold war" and the unsettled world situation
kept the Army in a state of preparation, it also had become
apparent that many of its recreation and morale activities,
including Entertainment, were part of a cultural spill—over.
Particularly in overseas areas the popularization of things
"American" - its music, its shows, its country—western milieu,
complete with songs, ballads, blue jeans, and boots - were
adopted and/or exchanged for sushi bars, VWs, croissants, "flip
flop" sandals, and such, leading to better appreciation of
national heritages and lifestyles.

By 1984 the state of the prepared Army permitted the
reinstitution of an Army-wide Soldier Show, as organized by the
Army Entertainment Program Manager, Larry Krauska. Competitions
were held at installation, then major Army command, levels with
events such as the USAREUR "Star Search" bringing out enough
talent to hold the contest over two weekend days. The top
performers were nominated to appear in the Army Soldier Show,
assembled in 18 days, to perform in Washington, D.C. for the
Association of the United States Army's October convention. It
was so successful and of such high quality that the cast was
asked to return in January 1985 and the unit toured through the
eastern United States, starting with a performance for President
Reagan's second inauguration at the National Theatre in
Washington. For the next two years there were new editions of
shows which toured in the continental United States. Overseas
commands requested that they be included in future tours since
their soldiers had been among those selected to perform in the
now annual All Army Soldier Show. As a result, in 1988 the Far
East was included in the show tour; in 1989 the show tour
included Europe. During this period the Glenn Miller Performing
Arts Center, Fort Knox, KY had been secured by Army Entertainment
Program Manager Ken Smith to be the home of the soldier show. By
1990 the show headquarters was moved to Fort Belvoir, VA from
which the 1990 U.S. tour was launched.

"Parade of American Music" month, a national observation
sponsored each February by the National Federation of Music
Clubs, had long been part of the Army Entertainment program. In
February 1990, Department of the Army observed this month with a
"Battle of Bands," open to installations in the continental
United States. Hosted by Fort Stewart, GA, the event was held
over President's Day weekend. Some of the troops just returning
from the Panama action were able to enjoy the event. Originated
in 1955 the "Parade of American Music" has been celebrated by
Army participation in the Armed Forces division of the National
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Federation of Music Club's annual nationwide competitions.
Entries require presentation of "live" programs of American music
which fall into one of fifteen performance categories or a
composer category. The presentations are documented in a folio
and in recent years with a required audio tape. The folios and
tapes are forwarded through Department of the Army to the
National Federation of Music Clubs for judging. During its long
participation, the Army had experienced sizeable representation,
forwarding in excess of 100 entries in some years.

Toward the end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990's,
the funding for Army recreational activities was such that income
generation became highly emphasized. In parallel, the Army was
looking at national priorities which were leading to a compact,
mobile, strategic force. Imperatives for the Army in the 90's
were set forth by its Chief of Staff General Carl E. Vuono to
emphasize a quality force; a correct (winning) doctrine; a
balanced force mix; tough, realistic training; assured
modernization; and competent leaders. Soon after these
imperatives were articulated they were put to the test in the"Gulf" war.

When Desert Shield/Storm erupted in late 1990 and early
1991, many of the Entertainment programs immediately adapted and
moved quickly to take care of newly developed needs. The Army
Soldier Show toured only in the United States. Several
Entertainment directors were among the first group of personnel
to be deployed for a 9O days tour of duty in Saudi Arabia
(January 1991). A suggested deployment kit of battery operated
keyboards and accoustical guitars was developed to be packaged
for company sized units; however, it was not funded. Some
soldiers had taken their personal guitars or had them sent bytheir families, so they could make music. In March 1991 the Fort
Stewart [GA] Performing Arts Theatre was renamed to honor 1LT
Tommie W. Bates, 24th Infantry Division, killed on duty, 14
September 1990, in a vehicle accident in Saudi Arabia. Bates had
been active with the installation theatre, winning the best actor
award in the 1990 Forces Command Festival of the Performing Arts.
Most of the installation programs first devoted their resources
to morale building shows and events for the families whose
spouses went to the desert; but by the summer of 1991 energies
and events were concentrated on "Welcome Home" celebrations,
shows, pageants, and productions. The 1991 Army Soldier Show
toured the United States and Panama with its show "Celebration'91!" Even so, it was obvious that funding for the military was
to be drastically reduced and recreation would be targeted. As a
result in these early '90s, the situation is on a fine line
between readiness and the obvious reduction of resources.

Equally as rapid as events in the "Gulf" war was the end of
the "cold" war in Europe. The far reaching implications of this,
related to the national economic climate and mood, have hastened
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the downsizing of the military. As 1992 unfolds, the increase of
installation closures and the decrease of funds leading to the
reduction of the personnel and programs have their impacts.
Nevertheless, soldier entertainers remain active and involved in
providing diversion for their communities, now experiencing a new
kind of stress. The Army Soldier Show for 1992 began rehearsals
in March. The 1992 Army Battle of Bands, held during the
February President's Day weekend at Fort Polk, LA, brought forth
strenuous competition of soldier showbands from the continental
United States and USAREUR. During the first weekend in March,
the Fort Knox Army Community Theatre won first place in a
strongly contested tournament with plays from seven other states
in the 1992 Southeastern Community Theatre Conference. Its
production of "Mother Hicks" first won the Kentucky competition
to represent that state at the regional finals.

So the chain of causal relationships has for the past fifty
(and more) years led to the present day Entertainment program.
As with the "imperatives," there is additional attention to
quality as well as quantity. Simultaneously, there is the
recognition that quality must be developed from the beginning
and, therefore, the installation program is critical in providing
the early experiences for the soldiers and the military
community. However, the downsizing of the Army has often been
aimed at installation programs, leading to the loss of valuable
resources which are needed to build a quality force of competent,
adaptive soldiers.

Despite difficult times, or perhaps because of them,
entertainment still relieves the tensions and frustrations of
daily life within the military community. It remains a program
for both the participant in (the doer) and the audience of (the
viewer) productions, performing groups, and theatre and music
events. While there is much attention to the profit or perish
mode of looking at recreational activities, especially in the
creative areas such as entertainment and the other arts, dollars
and the "bottom line" may be only part of the story for a once
more different Army of the 90's and beyond. Creative/performanceactivities not only serve as a wholesome outlet for stress and
worry, but they contribute to overall fitness of the military
personnel. Entertainment develops talents, interests, and skills
which transfer to other vocational and personal conduct of the
individual soldier; it improves communication and creative
capabilities; it enhances physical and mental fitness; it builds
problem solving and team work/ensemble/group adaptability; and it
most of all reflects the values and nature of our national
culture and heritage, which is what the soldier ultimately must
remain prepared to defend.

Throughout the history of Army Entertainment program there
have been talents such as TV stars Jack Paar and Hugh Downs;
movie and stage actors Mickey Rooney, Burt Lancaster, Jody Baker,
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Maurice Evans; singers Eddie Fisher, Vic Damone, Elvis Presley,
Steve Lawrence; opera singers Eaio Flagello and Richard Cross;
comic Dick Gregory; composer Johnny Mercer; musical comedy star
Peter Palmer and more whose contributions and participation in
the program played a part in developing, sharing, or sustaining
their talents. However, those "names" constitute a very, very
miniscule portion of the thousands of soldiers who have given or
are giving life to a lively and meaningful program, and in return
have carried the influence of their experience with them. All of
this has been delivered by the smallest sized staff of the Army's
recreation branches, for the Entertainment program has always
operated with a minimal staff of professionals whose dedication
made up for numbers, who were determined - the "show must go on."

To close, it may be appropriate to return to the initiation
of the chain of events during World War II. The Army
Entertainment program's patron sage could well be Sir Winston
Churchill by applying a paraphrase: "Never have so few done so
much for so many." And, most surely, the program's patron saintis Franklin D. Roosevelt, who when he commissioned the
Entertainment program, stated: "Entertainment is a national
asset...invaluable in peace, indispensible in war."

Prepared by Mary Alice Hodgson
Entertainment Program Manager
Department of the Army
March 1992

Special acknowledgements are made to Mr. Kenneth D. Smith, Ms.
Margaret Lynn, (both former Department of the Army Entertainment
Program directors), Ms. Vanita Rae Smith (Entertainment Director,
U.S. Army, Hawaii), Mr. Michael Wellart (Manager, the Army
Soldier Show) for the information and materials which they
provided.

ADDENDUM:
Clearly the Army Entertainment program has a mission; the

following statement appearing in a booklet published by the Army
Entertainment Program of U.S. Army, Hawaii, prepared by Vanita
Rae Smith in 1991, speaks for the program:

"ARMY ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM MISSION STATEMENT

Assists commmanders in promoting high morale
Contributes directly to the mental and spiritual readiness of
soldiers
Emphasizes the Army's goal of excellence
Identifies the most talented military personnel, familykw

NH
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members, Army Civilians and the general public
Produces quality entertainment for Army and civilian
communities
Influences mental alertness and skill development
Intensifies and increases dedication and loyalty to the Army
Creates ensemble behavior similar to team spirit
Develops self esteem, confidence, communication skills,
interpersonal relationships, leadership qualities, and
management techniques
Creates opportunities for soldiers, their families, and
civilians to display and refine their innate talents
Improves the quality of life
Encourages reciprocal dedication to the Army
Intensifies and increases social, recreational and
educational awareness
Provides alternatives to substance abuse and boredom
Provides alternatives to child and spouse abuses
Provides a deterrent to suicide and job stress
Provides public and community relation outlets which enhance
the Army's image
Supports recruiting and retention of highly qualified young
people
To remain the largest single producer of legitimate plays
and musicals in the world
To remain the Army's one leisure time monopoly within the
Armed Forces
To remain the sole source of bona fide Appropriated Funds
Entertainment Program within the Armed Forces
To remain "open to the public" and be recognized by the
Chief, Public Affairs as a Community Relations program
Performs in remote and isolated areas
Prepared to perform in time of national emergency"
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